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An explosion at a chemical plant and sixteen men lose their lives. Eight
year old Michael will never see his father again. Inspired by true events,
this is one man’s deeply moving journey into the past as he uncovers the
truth about his father’s death and his mother’s life.

Suffering the Fire is Michael’s journey to understanding, uncovering
secrets in his parents’ past as he pieces together an explosive narrative
of deception and betrayal. But just as Michael comes to terms with the
truth about his father’s tragic and unnecessary death, history threatens to
repeat itself, with terrifying consequences.
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Inspired by and based on the Flixborough Disaster in 1974: Britain’s largest
peacetime explosion until Buncefield in 2005;
A deeply moving account of how a parents death can alter the course of a
child’s life;
Told from both an adult and child’s eye view, demonstrating how the opinion
of historical events can change with time and perspective;
Hugely climatic ending;
Examines the realisation that our parents have their own lives and secrets
apart from us;
Reflects on personal social responsibility as well as corporate social
responsibility in today’s world.
Shows how fragmentation of corporations and outsourcing can lead to a loss
of communication, common purpose and sense of responsibility;
Deals with the repetition of history – lessons from failure need to be learned
and not forgotten;

About the Author:

“

•

Barry Hotson graduated in chemical engineering
from Imperial College in the sixties. His first job was
at Flixborough, near Scunthorpe, the factory which
exploded disastrously in 1974. By then he was
involved with projects for a multinational chemical
corporation, and became their European safety consultant before retirement.
Suffering the Fire is his first novel, in which fictionalised versions of Flixborough
and the 2005 disaster at Buncefield bookend the plot.
Barry Hotson (1943 - 2014)
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